MATERIALS
LEGGERA seating is easy on the
environment - it’s BIFMA level 3
certified.
The family includes up to 65%
recycled content and is up to 98%
recyclable.
LEGGERA seating can be
disassembled and sorted for recycling.
And, LEGGERA is GREENGUARD®
certified. The LEGGERA seating family
is sure to support your sustainability
strategies and may contribute toward
LEED® credits.

PERFORMANCE
With models and options to
support a variety of tasks and
collaborative needs,
LEGGERA works to bring
consistency throughout an
organization.
Featuring chairs

Leggera

perfect for corner offices,

DESIGN

conferencing, cafeterias,

base: chromed or PC metal

medical centers, classrooms —

coque: PA grey/PA black

LEGGERA seating has built-in intelligence for user comfort. The LEGGERA Seminar

and all points in between — Very

mesh: blue/black/grey/green

and Conference chairs provide intuitive recline, ensuring user weight is absorbed

operates in a wide range of envi-

upholstery: fabric - black/grey/green/red/blue

and distributed to provide natural support. Its side-to side torsional flex allows the

ronments.

backrest to follow the user as they move, increasing mobility and comfort when
reaching sideways for objects.

family: tasks/managerial chairs
maximum weight: 190 Kg
seat depth: 420 mm
seat height: 420 - 510 mm

WHY TO BUY?
The Me.Seat® family, developed in collaboration with Compotek®, an Italian
company specialized in the production of chairs made in Italy for over 50 years,
is characterized by a complete range of chairs that covers all uses,
from a contract, operational and call center for a purely managerial use.
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As if the body, no weight
Lightly seated, always give you the perfect support
Even if sedentary, do not feel the slightest pressure
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Design of “zero pressure type” s back
Goodtone independent patent technology development the back of the chair
design give the user to bring strong coated sense, so that the back pressure
distribution more uniform, contact surface by pressure smaller,
pressure difference close to “zero.”
“Shu Yang” double adjustment intelligent synchronous tilting structure:
patented technology, to design a series of unique, cushion and backrest with
synchronous movements of the human body, to reach the most comfortable on
the tilting state, and keep your posture is correct.
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